
Rwanda’s #1st Eco Friendly Straws



About Us
We are a social impact company based in Rwanda that produces eco 
friendly products. With an effort to combat the damage that disposable 
single use plastic materials are having on our environment.

Innate House manufactures natural, safe & reusable wooden drinking 
straws through a plant that is currently considered as a waste.



Values

Revolutionizing the industry of 
single use products with natural 
aesthetical made in Rwanda 
products 

Enhancing circular economy 
in the single use market 
economy while promoting 
locally made products.

Conducting and growing our 
business in an environmental 
friendly manner with much 
emphasis in protecting and 
conserving our world's natural 
resources.



Problem
Environment

- Environmental degradation
- Extincts of plants

Health

- Increase  rate of Cancer 
due to BPA ( Bisphenol A) 
and other chemicals.

- Air pollution causing 
Respiratory diseases.

Economic

- Plastic pollution costs $13 
billion in economic 
damage to marine 
ecosystems per year.

- High importation costs & 
increased unemployment



Solution

1. Eco friendly, disposable and reusable 
straws

2. Natural wooden drinking straws 100% from 
BPA (Bisphenol A) and other Chemicals

3. Employment opportunity to the locals 



Value Proposition
If we told you that our solution is the other rolling 
stone that kills 2 birds at ago, would you believe 
us?

Our traditional straws comes from a wild plant 
locally known as ’’ibiziranyenzi,’’ a plant that was 
widely used as a traditional herb. The plant was 
at risk of going extinct if not taken care; With this 
opportunity, it can be grown again and serve as 
the raw material for our straws as well as a 
natural herb.



● 100% Natural Wooden Drinking Straws 
suitable for all types of drinks.

● Disposable

● Non-toxic
● Chemical Free
● Affordable locally grown 

raw materials



WHY US?

We are Sustainable

Our reusable Eco-Straws are produced in materials gathered 
ethically from sustainable sources, supporting Rwandan 

farmers and manufactured from high quality materials which 
can be reused again and again.

We are community based

Rwandan and proud! We firmly believe that by working 
together and using local sources as much as possible we 

can provide the best service to our customers. We provide 
jobs locally and help to reduce the carbon footprint of our 

business. We know that by working together we are 
#Alltogetherbetter.

We are Eco-friendly
We supply quality eco-friendly products to our customers is 
one thing, but we try to go even further by delivering your 

order in the most sustainable way we can.



Meet Our Team

Sharon Ndahiro
Co-Founder
Operations

Thierry Muditi
Co-Founder
Operations

Daniel Tega
Marketing & Sales



Meet Our Team

Sandra Mbabazi Ndahiro
Administration

Joseph Nshuti
Sales & P'ships



Contact Us

Innate House Ltd

innatehouserwanda@gmail.com

+250-784-716-661

Kigali, Rwanda

mailto:innatehouserwanda@gmail.com

